
  
 

P.O. Box 2749, Inuvik, NT X0E 0T0 

Telephone: 867-678-6698 
Fax: 867-678-6699  
 
August 19, 2016 

 
MGM Energy Corporation 
4700, 888 – 3rd Street SW 
Calgary, AB T2P 5C5 
 
Attention: Terence Hughes, Regulatory and Community Affairs Advisor 
 
File Number  N7L1-1802 (Umiak, N05 Drilling Sump) 
Type of Operation CLASS B - INDUSTRIAL 
 
Dear Mr. Hughes, 

  

An inspection of the MGM Energy Corporation Water Licence N7L1-1802 (expiry on February 
28, 2011) was conducted on August 15, 2016. Specifically, the Water Licence was inspected to 
ensure that the terms and conditions were met. Enclosed is a copy of the Inspection Report (7 
pages) for your review and records. 
 
Please take note of the non-compliance that was identified and other concerns detailed in the 
Inspection Report.  
 
A Copy of this report will be sent to the Inuvialuit Water Board for their review and public 
records. If you have any questions/concerns regarding the enclosed, please do not hesitate to 
contact me at (867) 678-6676. 
 

Sincerely,  
 
 
 
Philippe Thibert-Leduc 
Water Resource Officer 
Environment and Natural Resources 
Inuvik Region 
 
 

Cc: Stephen Charlie – Superintendent, GNWT ENR Inuvik Region 
 Mardy Semmler – Executive Director, Inuvialuit Water Board 
 Bijaya Adhikari – Science and Regulatory Coordinator, Inuvialuit Water Board 
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Enclosure: Industrial Water Use Inspection Report (7 pages)  
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LICENCE #: N7L1-1802 EXPIRY DATE: February 28, 2011 

LICENCEE: MGM Energy Corporation 
PREVIOUS 
INSPECTION: 

July 31, 2014 (GNWT 
Lands) 

COMPANY 
REP: 

Terrence Hughes, Regulatory 
and Community Affairs 
Advisor 

INSPECTION DATE: August 15, 2016 

 
WATER SUPPLY 
 

Source: 
Mackenzie River, 
Various Lakes 

Quantity Used: N/A 

Owner/Operator: 
MGM Energy 
Corporation 

Meter Reading: N/A 

 
Indicate: A - Acceptable  U - Unacceptable N/A - Not Applicable N/I - Not Inspected 

 

Intake 
Facilities 

N/A 
Storage 
Structures 

N/A 
Treatment 
Systems 

N/A Recycling N/A 

Flow Meas. 
Device 

N/A 
Conveyance 
Lines 

N/A 
Pumping 
Stations 

N/A Chem. Storage N/A 

Water 
Delivery 
Truck 

N/A Modifications N/A     

 
Water Supply Comments: 
 
- No concerns to report with regards to water use as the site was inactive.  
 
WASTE DISPOSAL – WELL WASTE 
 

Disposal 
Method 

Drilling Sump 

Off-Site 
Removal 

N 
Drilling 
Sump 

Y 
Downhole 
Injection 

N 

Treat 
and 
Lands
prea
d 

N Other N/A 

 
Indicate: A - Acceptable  U - Unacceptable N/A - Not Applicable N/I - Not Inspected 

 

Sump Liners N/A 
Sump 
Treatment 

N/A Freeboard N/A 

Erosion N/A Construction N/A   

SNP Samples 
Collected 

N/A 

 
Well Waste Comments: 
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- Overall, the sump cap appeared to be stable with good vegetative cover (>95%) with no signs of 
degradation or disturbance (Figure 1). No invasive vegetation could be observed on or around the 
sump cap (e.g. scentless chamomile) at the time of the inspection, as reported in the previous year 
by the Licensee. Additionally, various groups of domesticated reindeer or possibly caribou were 
observed west of the site, on the way to Umiak site (Figure 2). There were signs of wildlife around 
the site which indicates that any wildlife in the region should be considered as receptors for any 
potential migration of drilling sump fluids escaping the site and running off into the surrounding 
environment. 

- At the time of the inspection, it was apparent that the northwest corner of the sump cap remains 
a concern, as previously reported in past Inspection Reports and Environmental Site Monitoring 
Reports. There remained subsidence at this corner (Figure 3), with no ponding at the time of the 
inspection, however it was evident that water from a natural drainage channel flows into this 
corner and continues flowing north afterwards through polygons, and towards a nearby water 
body a few hundred meters north. There was ponding in the polygons adjacent to the sump cap, 
with a visible sheen on top in most of the ponds (Figure 4) and a distinct smell of wastewater 
coming from a few ponds in proximity to the sump (Figure 5). However, no evidence of affected 
flora could be observed around the drilling waste sump, including where standing water in the 
polygons was observed. 

- As reported in previous years by the Licensee, there remained ponding in the polygons, both south 
and north of the drilling waste sump. The sheen appears to be migrating outside of the site and 
should be further monitored and assessed through field assessment and further sampling. In 
regards to the previously reported salinity exceedances, the Licensee should propose a path 
forward as to how to mitigate this issue presently and in the future.  
 

WASTE DISPOSAL – SOLID WASTE 
 

Disposal Method Off-site disposal 

Open 
Dump 

N/A Landfill Y Burn & Landfill N/A Underground N/A 

Offsite 
Removal 

N/A Other 
 
N/A 
 

Owner / 
Operator 

Arctic Oil and Gas Services Inc. 

 
Indicate: A - Acceptable  U - Unacceptable N/A - Not Applicable N/I - Not Inspected 
  Y - Yes   N - No 

 

Runoff 
Diversion 

N/A SNP Samples Collected N/A 

 
Solid Waste Comments: 
 
- There were no issues with litter or any solid wastes on site.  

 
GENERAL CONDITIONS/REPORTS/PLANS 
 
Indicate: A - Acceptable  U - Unacceptable N/A - Not Applicable N/I - Not Inspected 
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C &R Plan N/A Records & Reporting A Final Report N/A 

Geotechnical 
Inspection 

N/A Posting, Signage N/A Contingency Plan N/I 

Restorations Activities A Spills A O&M Plan N/A 

Maintenance N/A Modifications N/A Annual Report A1 

 
General Condition Comments: 

 
- On August 15, 2016, Water Resource Officer (Inspector) Philippe Thibert-Leduc inspected the 

Umiak drilling waste sump to assess the proponent's compliance with Water Licence  N7L1-1802 
and associated terms and conditions. The Water Licence expired on February 28, 2011, but has yet 
to be officially closed by the Board. It is important to note that the expiry of the licence does not 
absolve the licensee from any obligations imposed by the licence.  

- August 15, 2016 forecast was cloudy with occasional drizzle and a high of 11°C and low of 9°C, 
with 3 mm of precipitation. Total precipitation for the region in the last 30 days was 65 mm. 

- On site, there remained a drilling sump and a wellhead (Figure 6). No equipment, structures, 
materials or wastes left on site except for four thermistors, along with cablings, casings and data 
loggers, which are presumably still operational and in use. The overall condition of the drilling 
waste sump appeared to be satisfactory, however some concerns were observed as detailed in 
this inspection report. 

- The Licensee is to be commended for the continued environmental monitoring of the Umiak 
drilling waste sump. The Environmental Site Monitoring Reports are effective at documenting the 
condition of the sump and communicating findings, concerns and recommendations.  

- At the time of this inspection report being submitted, it is understood that subcontractors of the 
Licensee are currently in the region to conduct the annual site visits of the Umiak drilling waste 
sump and other projects. In the future, please notify the Board and the Inspector of any field 
activity as was done in previous years. 

- Continued monitoring is recommended to record and report on the condition of the drilling waste 
sump and surrounding environment, as done in previous years. Additionally, it is recommended 
that the water reported in Figure 5 be captured in the sampling program and tested against 
regular criteria along with the criteria subscribed under Part D: Conditions Applying to Waste 
Disposal, Item 4 of the Water Licence. The water observed there appeared to be different than the 
sheen reported in previous years and had a distinct smell of wastewater. It was observed in 
proximity to the sump on the north side, in one of the polygons, which indicates that it could have 
originated from the sump. 

- It is unclear whether the northwest corner of the sump has further degraded, however it is clear 
that natural drainage is flowing through that corner and will likely lead to further degradation in 
the future. As such, a proposal for remediation of that corner should be put forward to ensure 
that the sump remains well drained and stable, in a way that prevents or limits any further 
migration of drilling waste sump fluids into the receiving environment. 

- At this time, ENR Inuvik Region will not recommend “File Closure” to the Inuvialuit Water Board 
given the environmental concerns observed.  

- Please note that as of April 1, 2014, some information has changed under Item 6 of Water Licence 
N7L1-1802, under “General Procedures for the Administration of Licences Issued Under the 
Northwest Territories Waters Act in the Northwest Territories”. In the future, you may use the 
following contact information for the Inspector: 
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INSPECTOR: 
 

Philippe Thibert-Leduc 
Water Resource Officer 
Department of Environment and 
Natural Resources 
Government of the Northwest 
Territories 

 
PO Box 2749 
Inuvik NT X0E 0T0 

 

Phone: (867) 678-6676 
Mobile: (867) 678-0623 
Fax: (867) 678-6699 
Email: philippe_thibert-
leduc@gov.nt.ca  

 

MATTERS FOR FOLLOW UP 
 
- 1Please take note of the letter from the Board and addressed to the Licensee, dated May 3, 2016, 

in which requested additional information be submitted as part of the Annual Report submission. 
 
NON-COMPLIANCE/VIOLATIONS OF ACT OR LICENCE 
 
- Part H: Conditions Applying to Abandonment and Restoration, Item 2 b), 

“Monitor for salinity migration using electromagnetic induction;” 

 

 
 
 
Inspector’s Signature: ______________________________________________________________ 
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INSPECTION IMAGES 
 
Figure 1 

Aerial view of the Umiak drilling waste sump, looking northeast. 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

Figure 2 

Group of domesticated reindeers or caribou a few kilometers west of the Umiak drilling waste sump. 
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Figure 3 

Subsidence at the northwest corner of the sump and natural drainage remain a concern. 
 

 
 

 
 Figure 4 

Ponding approximately 10 meters northeast from the northwest corner of the sump. Sludge-like in 
appearance with a distinct smell of wastewater.  
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Figure 5 

Sheen observed on standing water, north side of the sump, similar to what was reported in previous years. 
No distinct smell to report. 

 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

Figure 6 

Wellhead south of the drilling waste sump. 
 
 
 

 
 

 


